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Nuclear weapons are the 
most important political 
and military issue in the 
world - and they are the 
most secret. Since their 
perfection in the 1950's 
international relations have 
been overlaid with the peril 
of nuclear war. 

Now a new generation of 
nuclear weapons, more 
powerful and sophisticated 
than ever before, is being 
lined up by the superpower 
rivals and Britain, France 
and China have significant 
plans to increase tbeir own 
nuclear armouries. 

Nuclear Facts is a well
informed and authoritative 
analysis of the nuclear 
preoccupations of the 
superpowers, revealing the 
statistics in clear and easily 
understandable language. 

It looks in depth at the 
nuclear capabilities of the 
United States and the Soviet 
Union and explains the 
technology behind such 

recent developments as the 
Cruise missile and the B-1 B 
strategic bomber. 

While outlining the develop
ment of nuclear strategy 
and providing a chronology 
of significant events, it 
analyses the all-important 

General Dynamics BGM-109 Tomahawk GLCM 

Ground launched cruise missiles operated by tht• l :nitcd State!-> 
:\ir Force form the major component of NATO's theatre force 
modernisation process begun in December 1979 and 
implemented four years later following the failure to achieve 
mutual reduction in intermediate range land based missiles In 
Europe through diplomatic negotiation. 

Cencrnl Dvm:imks is scheduled to make 5Ml m.o.ts, I 37 
mobile tr.m!>JX)rtcr erector launcher ffELl vehicles and 79 
.\iobilc Launch Centers (LCCs). Each GLC.\1 llight consists of 
four TELs each carrying four missiles and l\\'O LCCs. one 
primary and one reserve. In peacetimt• the flights arc based in a 
secure fortified site where a proportion arc maintained on quick 
recalion alert !QR:\). the crew ready to move out from their 
hardened blast proof shdters at a momt:nt's notice. In times of 
threat or on exercise the units will disperse from their base to 
remote sites up to l 60km away. E;ich flight travels Jn a convoy 
of 22 vehicles with <J total crew of 69. more than half of them 
heavily armed combat soldiers with tactical vehicles. :\t the site. 
the troops fan out to prott•ct the vehicles now cmp!acing. The 
LCC is hookt'd up via fibre optic rabies to the four TEL'> while 
the .<,cnmd I.CC is held in re~erve. 

The I.CC can communicate vin HF and \'JU: satellite radio 
links with ! :sAF headquarter.<,. :'\A 1'0 headquarters and jf 
m·ccssary direct to the :,.;ational Command Authority in the 
t:St\. On receipt of an authorised emcrg('ncy action mess;ige. 
the operator types in a six digit code into his computer control 
'Permissive action !ink' to allow arming to proceed. Data on 
launch site and targ('t arc then imparted to the missile\ 
guidance system. 

The missile housing is elevated to 4 5 degr('CS by a hydraulic 
ram and armoured doors at frnnt and rear are opened. t\ solid 
propellant booster blasts the missile out until after live seconds 
the missile'$ wings flip out. By fourteen seconds tht' turbofan Launch Control Center (LCC) 
has tired and the missile is flying on in<>rtial guidance to the Weigh! 36.000 kg (80.000 lb) 
initial timing control point (ITCP!. Length 17 3m (56ft 11 rn) 

Length: I with booster fr4 m (21 ft) 
Wingspan: 2·6m (8·6ft) 
Crul,;cspeed: 885km h !550mplH 
Range: 2870 km ( 1400 miles) 
Warhead: W~84 nuclear 200 KT 

web of command, control 
and communications, 
showing how it has 
developed and how it 
operates today. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
For four years Christy Campbell 
was managing editor of Jane's 
general books. He is now an 
independent journalist and 
publisher and makes frequent 
broadcasts on radio and TV. 
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His previous books include Aces 
and Akcraft of World War 1 and 
War Facts Now. 

Ground Launched Cruise Missile 

Mission Profile 
After launch the m1ss1te flies on inertial guidance to the 1rnt1al 
timing control point (ITCP). a pre-set place in the sky when it 
descends to low level to evade fighters and radar TERCOM now 
cuts in. scanning terrain pre-mapped by satellite, analysed by 
computer to upgrade the accuracy of the inertia! guidance 
Arming only takes place after 24 separate events have taken place 
in flight in the correct order 

Transporter Erector Launcher (TEL) 

Weight 35,055kg (78,000lb) 
Length 17 m (55 ft 8 in) 

AWACS with look-down radar ~.. E=:ll /:J 
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GLCM on tho road 
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Supporting vehicles 

f Flight commander 

tjfj Launch off,ce,s 
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NUCLEAR 
• No opinion, just the facts. 

• Key information on the world's nuclear armouries. 

• Understandable language. 

• Highly illustrated throughout. 

• Special features on: 
The US strategic modernisation plan. 
Cruise, Pershing II and the SS-20, the facts behind 
the new missile line-up in Europe. 
Tactical nuclear weapons - is there a way out? 
The effects and aftermath of nuclear conflict. 

NUCLEAR FACTS 
The non-political, non-controversial sourcebook for a 
wider unaerstanding of the great issue of our time. 

Available at Bookshops, 
Department Stores and Newsagents. 


